TIDYING UP & A NEW ROUND
Every player clears up their individual collection of cards and places the cards underneath their respective Boardgame collection
card.
Now all players receive new Danger cards depending on the number of players in the game.
A CARD GAME “AGAINST BOARDGAME-DAMAGE”
BY SABRINA & HANNO VON CONTZEN
ILLUSTRATED BY MATTHIAS NIKUTTA

“My boardgame collection is my one and only!”, Corinna whispers. At every games night, she worries about her beloved and
precious games and tries to make sure that her cards, playboards, and other material remain undamaged. No drinks at the table!
No greasy crisps! “Please, be careful!”

After three rounds, the game is finished.

FINAL SCORE
The player with the least overall damage to their boardgame collection wins.
In the event of a draw, the player with the highest number of “Be Careful!” cards wins. If there is a draw as well, all players can
celebrate the status of their collection in “Mint Condition”.

KINDS OF DAMAGE, NUMBER, AND EFFECTS

But, as Corinna and her fellow players know too well, boardgames are boardgames: they are stowed away, packed and unpacked,
carried around from one place to the next, and, of course, played. Damage happens.

ANIMAL KINGDOM (12x): One or two strands of dog’s hair in your boardgame material may be OK, but more than that
are… disgusting! Sets of 3 cards amount to 6 Damage points. 1 or 2 cards do not cause damage.

In MINT CONDITION by Dachshund Games, every player is the owner of a collection of boardgames and tries to save them from
the dangers that loom at the boardgame table. The player whose collection has taken the least damage at the end of the
game – which is thus closest to a collection in MINT CONDITION – wins.

AUTOGRAPHED (10x): The author has signed your boardgame? Excellent! Katrin’s child has scribbled on the box? Not
great. Every 2 cards amount to 5 Damage points. 1 card does not cause damage.

SET-UP
Every player receives a random Boardgame collection card, which indicates the direction of the game (clock-wise or not), the
player’s color, and a sequence of play overview, and places the card in front of them.

BE CAREFUL! (15x): How carefully do you handle your boardgames? The more carefully, the better! The player who has
gathered the most “Be Careful!” cards at the end of a round does not get any damage points. Players who have at least one
“Be Careful!” card get 3 Damage points. Players who do not have a “Be Careful!” card, get 5 Damage points. In the event of
a draw, players receive the same number of damage points.
FINE WINE (6x): Liquids poured over your boardgame material? Not good. Damage points per card: 2

All Danger cards are shuffled well.

HEAVY ROTATION (15x): Heavy rotation wears off your boardgame … or one plays a game so often that its condition

Note: If necessary, the players can sort out the Expert danger card “Smoking Kills”. For the first game this is recommended.

does not matter anymore. Number of cards/damage points: 1/1; 2/3; 3/5; 4/0. Note: a 5th card starts a new scoring: like
5/1; 6/3 etc.

Every player, depending on the number of players, receives the following number of Danger cards, which they keep concealed
in the hand:
Number of players

2

3

4

5

Number of cards in hand

13

9

8

6

The remaining Danger cards are placed upside down in one pile. They will be needed at a later stage again.
To keep track of the Damage points, it is recommended to keep a pen and paper close by.

COURSE OF THE GAME
The game consists of three rounds. In every round, the players try to defend their respective boardgame collection. The following
four phases are run through until all Damage cards have been played.
1. PHASE: SELECTION
Every player selects a Danger card from their hand and places it – face down – in front of their Boardgame collection card. In
the end the least damage is best!
For 2 players only: Both players select another card from their hand and discard them. This second card is put back into
the box and will not be used in the game again. (Note: If the card “Lost Pieces” has been used in this phase, it cannot be
discarded.)
2. PHASE: PASSING ON

LEGACY EDITION (6x): Ruined components are not exactly…great. Damage points per card: 4
LOST PIECES (5x): Replaces lost pieces. Effect: In a later round, two cards in one’s hand can be selected (and placed
in the personal collection) and the previous played “Lost Pieces” card must then be taken up again and passed on. The card
itself amounts to 3 Damage points.
MEMORIES (12x): Special moments and memories of great games make playing boardgames unforgettable. Then
damage in some form or another does not matter anymore. 3 cards: No damage. 1 or 2 cards: 7 Damage points. Attention:
a 4th card starts a new scoring!
SLEEVE ME UP! (5x): You fear damage? You want to control it? Cards’ sleeves are the solution! Removes one already
played card from the score. Both cards are removed from the stack of cards and taken out of the game. No Damage points.
Attention: this card cannot be the first card selected!
SNACK FINGERS (10x): Greasy snack fingers on your boardgame material? Gross! 2 cards and more: 3 Damage points
per card (e.g. 3 cards = 9 Damage points)
SMOKING KILLS Expert card (5x): Smoking Kills! And it has side effects: the player’s direct neighbors are affected by
the smoke and receive 3 Damage points each. The card itself is worth 7 Damage points.

EXPERTS’ GAME “LUCKY”
Once you have familiarized yourself with the game and played several rounds of MINT CONDITION, you can switch to the
experts’ game, which gives a twist to the scoring.

All other Danger cards are handed over (faces down) to the player seated either to the left or the right, depending on the
direction of the game.
With their faces down, the cards are placed next to the fellow player’s Boardgame collection card.

On each Danger card, there is a symbol below the Damage points in the respective player’s color. Before counting up the
overall Damage points to determine the final score, every player counts the Danger cards they have collected over the
course of the game in their own color.

After all players have passed on their cards, the game continues.

The rainbow symbol

3. PHASE: REVEAL
Now all players simultaneously reveal the card they selected in Phase 1. Every player has their individual collection of
cards laying openly in front of them until the end of each round. Identical cards should be placed onto each other in such a
way that their number is clearly visible.
If the “Sleeve Me Up!” card has been revealed, it must be played immediately. This can happen simultaneously because the
card only affects the player’s own deck of cards.
4. PHASE: TAKE UP CARDS
The Danger cards which the players received in Phase 2 face down and which were placed next to the Boardgame collection
cards are now taken up by the players.
If at the end of Phase 4 the players have no cards left, the round will be complete. If the players have new Danger cards on their
hand, Phase 1 to Phase 4 are repeated.
An important note: The last one card one receives from another player must be played and be added to one’s individual
collection of cards. (Thus in the final round, only Phase 3 will be played; all other phases are omitted.)

CHECKING & SCORING

counts as a wild symbol and can be considered as any symbol.

For each card that depicts one’s color (and possible rainbow jokers), one Damage point is deducted in the final scoring. It is
not possible to get fewer than 0 damage points.
Strategy advice: In this version of the game, it is useful to take into account which Damage card corresponds to one’s color.
Alternatively, players can also risk that their collection takes damage in order to snatch away a fellow player’s card.

ALTERNATIVE COURSE: “HEAVILY USED”
You can’t be bothered to handle your boardgames with care? Then this is your chance! Who can damage their boardgame
collection the most? Play out your darkest phantasies!
In this version of the game, the player whose collection has taken the most damage wins. The cards and their effects
remain the same. In the event of a draw, the player with the fewest “Be Careful!” cards wins.
If required, the two versions “Lucky” and “Heavily Used” can also be combined. Here, too, the cards and their effects remain
the same. Now players should avoid all Damage cards in their color because these cards can lead to an unwanted reduction
of precious Damage points.
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Now every player counts their Damage points, i.e. how much damage their collection has taken in this round.

CONDITION. A very special thank you to Eva, Manu, Philip, Nicolas, Erdal, Tanju, Arzu, Jens, Corinna, Andreas, and Benny: without such wonderful fellow gamers
and friends, our hobby would hardly be as much fun as it is. All of you give so much more than words can tell, and we are grateful to have such great people by
our side. Many thanks to the marvelous boardgame community who supports us online and offline!

First, those Danger cards are counted that affect more than one player. These are “Be Careful!” and the Expert danger card
“Smoking Kills”.

GAME MATERIAL: 96 Danger cards, 5 Expert danger cards, 5 Boardgame collection cards,
1 Card explanation, 2 Overview cards, Instructions

Then every player counts up their individual Damage points. These should be noted down on a sheet of paper. Don’t forget:
the smaller the damage, the better!
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